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Plume dynamics and shielding by the ablation plume
during Er:YAG laser ablation

Kester Nahen
Alfred Vogel
Medical Laser Center Lübeck
Peter-Monnik-Weg 4
D-23562 Lübeck, Germany

Abstract. Free-running Er:YAG lasers are used for precise tissue abla-
tion in various clinical applications. The ablated material is ejected
into the direction perpendicular to the tissue surface. We investigated
the influence of shielding by the ablation plume on the energy depo-
sition into an irradiated sample because it influences the ablation dy-
namics and the amount of material ablated. The investigations were
performed using an Er:YAG laser with a pulse duration of 200 ms for
the ablation of gelatin with different water contents, skin, and water.
Laser flash photography combined with a dark field Schlieren tech-
nique was used to visualize gaseous and particulate ablation prod-
ucts, and to measure the distance traveled by the ablating laser beam
through the ablation plume at various times after the beginning of the
laser pulse. The temporal evolution of the transmission through the
ablation plume was probed using a second free running Er:YAG laser
beam directed parallel to the sample’s surface. The ablation dynamics
was found to consist of a vaporization phase followed by material
ejection. The observation of droplet ejection during water ablation
provided evidence that a phase explosion is the driving mechanism
for material ejection. The laser light transmission was only slightly
reduced by the vapor plume, but decreased by 25%–50% when the
ejected material passed the probe beam. At radiant exposures '10
times above the ablation threshold, the laser energy deposited into the
sample amounted to only 61% of the incident energy for gelatin
samples with 90% water content and to 86% for skin samples. For
free-running Er:YAG laser pulses shielding must therefore be consid-
ered in modeling the ablation dynamics and determining the dosage
for clinical applications. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1463047]
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1 Introduction
Free-running Er:YAG lasers have attracted interest in the las
few years because of their potential for precise tissue remova
One clinical application which takes advantage of this poten
tial is laser skin resurfacing.1–5 Since laser systems that de-
liver pulse energies of up to 2 J are now available, it is pos-
sible to use large spot diameters at radiant exposures whic
are large enough to achieve substantial ablation rates. Th
frequent use of free-running Er:YAG lasers motivated us to
study the ablation dynamics of infrared~IR! laser tissue inter-
action in order to establish a basis for acoustic online contro
of the ablation process.6–8 Our photographic investigations of
the ablation dynamics showed that material removal is cause
mainly by material ejection and not only by vaporization.7

The material is ejected perpendicular to the sample’s surfac
and thus into the direction of the incident laser beam. It is the
aim of the present study to quantify the attenuation of the
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laser beam by the material ejected. Although the dynamic
free running Er:YAG laser ablation of soft tissue have be
studied in the past, no experimental investigation of the in
action of the incident laser beam with the material ejected
been performed so far.

Previous attempts by Izatt et al.,9 by Majaron et al.,10 and
by Hibst and Keller11,12 to estimate the shielding properties o
the ablation plume relied on a comparison of measured a
tion rates with the predictions of simple theoretical models
which the extinction coefficient of the plume served as a
parameter. All these authors assumed that the ablation pro
is driven by one single mechanism, thus neglecting the po
bility of a succession of various phases over time with ea
phase involving a different ablation mechanism. They furth
assumed that the interaction length between the laser b
and debris is equal to the ablation crater depth, i.e., that
sample material is ejected during the laser pulse. Both
sumptions are questionable, particularly for free-running la
pulses. To overcome these limitations we directly measu
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Nahen and Vogel
the extinction by the ablation plume at the wavelength of the
ablation laser.

To find out how strongly the ablation plume influences the
energy deposition into the sample we first determined the tem
poral evolution of the extinction coefficient of the ablation
plume. To do that, a probe beam delivered by a free-runnin
Er:YAG laser was sent through the ablation plume. In the
second step, we evaluated the path length of the ablation las
beam through the plume using photographs of the ablatio
dynamics. These experimental results enabled us to calcula
the temporal evolution of the energy deposition into the
sample as well as the total amount of energy deposited.

2 Methods
2.1 Laser System
We used a free-running Er:YAG laser~Dermablate MCL 29
D1, Asclepion Meditec, Jena, Germany! with a pulse duration
of 200 ms and a maximum pulse energy of 2 J to ablate
various sample materials~see Sec. 2.2!. The shape of the laser
pulse is characterized by intensity spikes at the beginning o
the pulse which are later followed by a continuous emission
as shown in Figure 7~a!. The beam diameter at the sample’s
surface was 5 mm. Radiant exposures of 4.6 and 7.8 J cm22

were used for the experiments. For comparison, the ablatio
threshold for skin is 0.8 J cm22.13

2.2 Irradiated Samples
We irradiated water, gelatin with 70% and 90% water conten
~by weight!, and skin. The ablation of water was investigated
because water is the main chromophore at the Er:YAG lase
wavelength of 2.94mm. A comparison with the results ob-
tained for skin clarifies the role of the tissue matrix for the
ablation dynamics. Gelatin samples with different water con-
tents were used to study the influence of the mechanical prop
erties of the sample on the ablation dynamics.7

2.3 Photographic Investigation of the Ablation
Dynamics
Laser flash photography of the ablation dynamics was per
formed using a shadowgraph and a darkfield Schlieren ar
rangement. The photographs served to determine the pa
length of the incident laser beam through the ablation plume
and allowed one to distinguish between parts of the plume
that consisted of vapor and particulate matter. The shadow
graph arrangement makes objects visible which absorb th
illumination light or refract it out of the aperture of the imag-
ing optics. The shadowgraph technique was, therefore, used
study material ejection during the ablation process. The dark
field Schlieren arrangement makes visible not only light ab-
sorbing and strongly refracting objects but also weak phas
objects like, for example, gaseous ablation products, which
cannot be seen on shadowgraph photographs. The experime
tal setup of the darkfield Schlieren arrangement was describe
in detail in Ref. 6.

For illumination of the photographs we used a frequency
doubledQ-switched Nd:YAG laser with a pulse duration of
6 ns ~Continuum YG 671-10, Santa Clara, CA!. To achieve
speckle-free illumination, the laser light was coupled into a
300 m long multimode optical fiber with a 160mm core di-
ameter. Since the path length differences among the variou
166 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2
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fiber modes are larger than the coherence length of the l
pulse, no interference phenomena are observed at the
end.

We obtained a series of pictures of the ablation process
taking photographs with different delay times between
ablation laser pulse and the illumination laser pulse. From
series of pictures we evaluated the path length traveled by
ablation laser beam through the ablation plume. The positi
of the front of the gaseous ablation products and that of
material ejected were analyzed separately.

To study the processes at the sample surface, we took
tographs in top view. The sample surface was illuminated b
collimated laser beam delivered from the frequency doub
Nd:YAG laser. The illumination beam and camera were b
oriented at an angle of 35° to the ablation-laser beam.
illumination light was specularly reflected by the undisturb
sample surface into the direction of the camera. All chan
of the surface that led to reflection or scattering of the illum
nation light from the aperture of the camera objective resul
in darkening of the respective surface location.

2.4 Measurement of the Ablation Plume Transmission
The temporal evolution of the extinction coefficient of th
ablation plume was investigated using the experimental se
depicted in Figure 1. To measure the extinction coefficien
the wavelength of the Er:YAG laser used for ablation~laser 1!
we sent the beam of a second free-running Er:YAG laser~la-
ser 2! through the ablation plume and measured the pu
shape of the probe beam before and after transit through
plume. The probe beam had a diameter of 2 mm at the a
tion site. The beam path was oriented parallel to the samp
surface, with a distance of 2.5 mm between the beam axis
the sample.

Our photographic investigations showed that the size
the particulate ejecta is large compared to the optical pene
tion depth of the Er:YAG laser radiation of about 1mm. The
extinction of the probe laser beam is therefore mainly go
erned by absorption in the particulate ejecta, and Mie sca
ing hardly contributes to the extinction of the laser bea
However, scattering due to specular reflection at the surfa
of the ejected particles contributes to the extinction of t
probe laser beam in the ablation plume.

To detect the shape of the incident pulse, part of it w
deflected by an inclined quartz plate in the beam path, sen
a diffuser ~SRM-99O Spectralon, Labsphere, North Sutto
NH!, and detected by a InAs photodiode~J125AP-R02M,
EG&G Judson, Montgomeryville, PA; rise time 10 ns!. The
other part of the probe beam passed through the abla

Fig. 1 Experimental setup used for investigation of the ablation plume
transmission at the Er:YAG laser wavelength.
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Plume Dynamics
plume and was focused onto a second diffuser. The puls
shape was detected by a second InAs photodiode of the sam
type as photodiode 1. The probe beam was directed on a di
fuser to achieve spatial integration over all components of th
beam traversing through different parts of the ablation plume
The focusing enabled us to achieve this integration while us
ing a short distance between the photodiode and the diffuse
This way, strong signals and a good signal to noise ratio coul
be obtained. Both photodiodes were operated at the same ou
put voltage to minimize the influence of their characteristic
curves on the output signal. Due to the distance between th
photodiode and the diffuser, light scattered by the ablation
material at an angle of more than 10° did not contribute to the
photodiode signal.

The diameter of the probe beam~2 mm! was significantly
smaller than the diameter of the ablation laser beam~5 mm!.
The path lengths of rays passing through the ablation plum
on the beam axis and at the edges of the probe beam we
thus nearly the same.

The extinction coefficient of the ablation plume was cal-
culated by relating the probe beam transmission to the pat
length of the beam within the plume~for further details see
Secs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2!.

The total radiant exposure in the probe beam was 0.2
J cm22 which is considerably smaller than the ablation thresh-
old for water with regard to a 200ms long laser pulse. The
radiant exposure for each part of the ablation plume passin
the probe beam is even much smaller, since the materia
ejected interacts with the probe beam only for about 20ms
because of the high particle velocity of about 100 m s21.7 Any
influence of the probe beam on the ablation plume can, there
fore, be ruled out.

The probe beam was produced using a laboratory lase
system with a pulse forming network~LISA Laser Products,
Katlenburg, Germany! capable of generating long pulses of
440 ms duration. The transmissionT of the ablation plume
could thus be measured during the entire duration of the ab
lation laser pulse~200 ms!. The probe pulse was triggered 80
ms before the beginning of the ablation laser pulse. The pho
todiode signals measured in front of and behind the ablatio
site during this time interval withT51 were used as a refer-
ence for calculation of the ablation plume transmission.

The transmission of the ablation laser beam to the target a
well as the energy deposited into the sample were calculate
from the extinction coefficient of the ablation plume and the
temporal evolution of the path length of the ablation beam
through the plume. A detailed description of the analysis is
given in Secs. 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Ablation Dynamics
The ablation dynamics observed during the irradiation of
gelatin, skin, and water have some characteristic features
common. The characteristic sequence of events will be de
scribed in detail for the case of gelatin with 70% water con-
tent, and for water. A comparison between the ablation dy
namics for gelatin samples with 70% and 90% water content
can be found in Ref. 7.

Figure 2 gives an overview of theablation dynamics for
gelatin with 70% water content during the first 100ms of the
e
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laser pulse. The ablation laser beam is incident from the
The radiant exposure was 4.6 J cm22 at a spot diameter of
5 mm. The pictures were taken with the dark field Schlier
arrangement~Sec. 2.3!. The sample surface appears as a ho
zontal white line. The Schlieren photographs first show a
por plume which starts to form about 10ms after the begin-
ning of the laser pulse. The vapor plume is generated by
heating of a superficial sample layer, leading to norm
vaporization.14 The vapor plume expands predominantly in
the direction of the incident laser beam. The vapor fro
reaches a height of approximately 5 mm after 100ms. After
about 30ms, the sample surface starts to rise across the en
irradiated area. This is probably a consequence of the for
tion of vapor bubbles inside the sample. The surface is
intact after 100ms because the tensile strength of the gela
counteracts the vapor pressure inside the bubbles. When
vapor pressure exceeds the ultimate tensile strength,
sample surface tears and material is ejected. This part of
ablation process, which starts about 120ms after the begin-
ning of the laser pulse, is shown in Figure 3. The particle fro
travels at high velocity into the direction of the incident las
beam. The particle density near the sample’s surface rea
its maximum after about 180ms. The density then decrease
towards and after the end of the laser pulse~pulse duration
200 ms!.

The ablation dynamics of skinresemble those of gelatin
with 70% water content, except that no rise of the samp
surface is observed before material is ejected. The gre
stability of the sample surface is most likely due to the fa
that collagen fibrils in skin have a higher tensile strength th
fibril fragments in gelatin.

The photographs of Figures 2 and 3 suggest that va
formation and particle ejection take place across the en
irradiated spot. To remove all doubts about this interpretati
we took photographs of the sample’s surface during laser

Fig. 2 Initial phase of Er:YAG laser ablation of gelatin with 70% water
content (radiant exposure 4.6 J cm−2 and spot diameter 5 mm; scale
corresponds to 5 mm). The pictures were taken 10–100 ms after the
beginning of the laser pulse using a dark field Schlieren arrangement.
Ablation starts with the formation of a vapor plume. The water vapor
becomes visible because its refractive index differs from the surround-
ing air. After 30 ms the sample’s surface starts to rise because vapor
bubbles have formed inside the sample. The surface is still intact after
100 ms because the tensile strength of the gelatin counteracts the
vapor pressure.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2 167
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Nahen and Vogel
Fig. 3 Dynamics of Er:YAG laser ablation of gelatin with 70% water
content in the second half and after the end of the laser pulse (for laser
parameters see Fig. 2; scale corresponds to 5 mm). The pictures were
taken using a shadow graph technique to show material ejection start-
ing approximately 120 ms after the beginning of the laser pulse.
lation, presented in Figure 4. Twenty microseconds after the
beginning of the laser pulse, a white disk appears at the abla
tion site. At this point in time vapor has formed above the
surface~Figure 2!, and the sample surface has become rough-
ened by surface instabilities caused by interaction between th
vapor plume and the gelatin.15,16 After 100 ms, an irregular
dark structure is visible across the entire ablation laser beam
diameter which corresponds to the surface area that rose an
was visible in the dark field and shadow graph pictures~Fig-
ures 2 and 3!. Two hundred microseconds after the beginning
of the laser pulse, particulate ejecta appear above the ablatio
site ~Figure 4!. The dark dots below the ablation site are mir-
ror images of the ejected particles. The homogeneous rough
ening of the sample surface observed after 100ms confirms
that the ablation process is isotropic across the entire beam
diameter, which implies that material ejection takes place
across the entire beam diameter.

Our photographic observations contradict the results of
Zweig and Weber,17 the first group of researchers who at-
tempted to explain material ejection during free-running laser
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ablation. In their theory, ablation is mainly mediated throu
fast surface vaporization. It is assumed that a molten or o
erwise liquefied superficial tissue layer develops during
ablation process. For laser beams with an inhomogeneou
radiance distribution like, for example, a Gaussian bea
pressure gradients develop in the vapor cloud above the
sue’s surface. If the gradients are strong enough~i.e., for small
spot sizes and high radiant exposure!, they accelerate the liq
uefied layer in a direction tangential to the tissue’s surface
can thus lead to material ejection. Our results demonstrate
material ejection during free-running laser ablation is a mu
more general phenomenon than predicted by Zweig and
ber. The ejection of particulate matter visible in Figure
shows that material expulsion does not require the tissue t
liquefied. Ejection of particulate matter can be explained
the thermomechanical microexplosion model developed
Majaron et al.18 Their model assumed that high pressu
builds up inside the tissue through vaporization into sm
pre-existing bubble nuclei. This pressure finally leads to te
ing of the tissue matrix and to material ejection, without
intermediate melting process. The threshold for material e
tion is simply related to the ultimate tensile strength of t
sample material. Our experiments performed with a nea
top-hat beam profile, a large spot size, and a radiant expo
fairly close ~3–4 3! above the ablation threshold furthe
show that material ejection is not restricted to cases with
homogeneous irradiance distribution, small spot size,
high radiant exposure as predicted by Zweig and Weber.
above mentioned experimental results, together with the
servation that the material is ejected in a direction perpend
lar to the tissue surface, indicate that the driving force
ablation is not a pressure gradient in the ablation plume
rather high pressure within the tissue itself. This again s
ports Majaron et al.’s model.

Our photographic investigations of the ablation dynam
for the irradiation of gelatin and skin showed that mater
removal is caused mainly by the ejection of sample mate
and not only by vaporization. The photographs in Figure
and 6 show that this is also true forthe ablation dynamics of
water, even though water does not possess an elastic m
that counteracts the formation and growth of vapor bubb
The ablation starts with the formation of a vapor plume~Fig-
ure 5! like in the case of gelatin~Figure 2!. After 30 ms, the
white line demarcating the water surface in the dark fie
pictures starts to show some irregularities. A comparison w
the photographs taken with the shadow graph arrangem
Fig. 4 Top view of the ablation site during the irradiation of gelatin samples with 70% water content (radiant exposure 4.6 J cm−2; vertical and
horizontal scales correspond to 5 mm).



Plume Dynamics
Fig. 5 Initial phase of the Er:YAG laser ablation dynamics of water (radiant exposure 4.6 J cm−2 and spot diameter 5 mm; scale corresponds to 5
mm). The photographs were taken 10–100 ms after the beginning of the laser pulse using the dark field Schlieren arrangement. The water surface
appears as a white line. The surface is curved because the cuvette was overfilled in order to be able to see the ablation site. Ablation starts with the
formation of a vapor plume. After 30 ms, the white line demarcating the water’s surface starts to show some irregularities. The white line disappears
completely in the picture taken after 80 ms. After 100 ms, water droplets are visible close to the water’s surface.
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~Figure 6! reveals that at this time water droplets start to be
ejected perpendicular to the sample surface. The droplet de
sity reaches its maximum approximately 60ms after the be-
ginning of the laser pulse and decreases thereafter alrea
during the laser pulse.

The ejection of water droplets during Er:YAG laser irra-
diation of pure water can be explained by the hypothesis th

Fig. 6 Initial phase of the ablation dynamics for the Er:YAG laser irra-
diation of water (for laser parameters see Fig. 5; scale corresponds to
5 mm). The photographs were taken using the shadow graph arrange-
ment to make ejection of water droplets visible. Droplet ejection starts
30–40 ms after the beginning of the laser pulse and is maximal around
60 ms.
-

y

t

the water is superheated and that this superheating leads
phase explosion. The phase explosion is characterized
rapid transition of a superheated metastable liquid into a s
tem containing the two separate phases of gas and liqui
equilibrium states.14,19,20The transition occurs when the tem
perature of the liquid reaches the spinodal limit~' 90% of the
critical temperature in Kelvin21! and homogeneous nucleatio
sites are generated very rapidly. The phase transition lead
a strong expansion of the vapor phase, because the spe
volume of water vapor is 1696 times larger than the spec
volume of liquid water~both at atmospheric pressure!.22 The
water droplets formed during the phase explosion are acce
ated by the expanding vapor and ejected from the sam
surface at very high velocity.

To check if the spinodal limit of superheated water can
reached during Er:YAG laser irradiation we calculated t
temperature evolution at the sample surface. The solution
the inhomogeneous heat diffusion equation given by Fre
et al.23 was calculated numerically.13 The optical and therma
constants of the sample material were kept constant in
computation. The calculations predict that the spinodal te
perature of water~302 °C at atmospheric pressure!20 is
reached about 25ms after the beginning of the laser puls
The shadow graph pictures in Figure 6 show that mate
ejection starts after 30ms, i.e., shortly after the spinodal limi
has been reached according to the calculations. The s
discrepancy is probably a result of the decrease in the op
absorption coefficient with an increase in samp
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2 169
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Nahen and Vogel
temperature,24 which was neglected in the calculations. The
calculations provide additional evidence for the interpretation
that a phase explosion is the mechanism responsible for dro
let ejection during water ablation.

The observation of a phase explosion during Er:YAG lase
irradiation of water suggests that a phase explosion may als
contribute to the material ejection observed during the abla
tion of gelatin and skin samples, because they mainly consis
of water. The elastic matrix will, however, delay the onset of
material ejection with respect to the onset observed for wate
if the material’s strength is higher than the vapor pressure a
the spinodal limit. The matrix counteracts the vapor expansion
inside the sample until the ultimate tensile strength of the
matrix is reached and the ablation starts~Figure 2!.

With regard to our investigations of the transmission of the
ablation plume, we can summarize the results of our photo
graphic observations of Er:YAG laser ablation dynamics as
follows: A subablative phase during which a superficial
sample layer is heated is followed by a vaporization phase
and, later on, by material ejection. Material ejection occurs
even for radiant exposures very close to the ablation thresh
old. For calculation of the laser beam transmission to the tar
get, the ablation plume must therefore be divided into a vapo
plume and a part that consists of vapor mixed with particulate
matter. The series of pictures yields the path length of the
ablation laser beam through each part of the plume as a fun
tion of time.

3.2 Shielding by the Ablation Plume
To obtain the temporal evolution of the energy deposition into
the sample and to calculate the total amount of energy depo
ited we first determined the temporal evolution of the trans-
mission of the ablation plume. To do that we calculated the
extinction coefficient of the plume for the different phases of
the ablation dynamics from the measured transmission of th
probe laser beam~Secs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2!. We then calculated
the transmission of the ablation laser beam through the plum
from the extinction coefficients of the different parts of the
plume and the path length of the laser beam through thes
parts~vapor, and particles mixed with vapor! until it reaches
the sample surface~Sec. 3.2.3!. Finally, the transmission data
for the ablation laser pulse were used to calculate the puls
shape transmitted~Sec. 3.2.3! and the energy deposited~Sec.
3.2.4!.

3.2.1 Temporal Evolution of the Probe Beam
Transmission
The temporal evolution of the probe beam transmission wa
calculated from the ratio of the photodiode signals measure
in front of and behind the ablation plume~Sec. 2.4!. Figure 7
shows the shape of the ablation laser pulse and the shapes
the probe laser pulse incident into and transmitted through th
ablation plume for ablation of a gelatin sample. The probe
laser pulse begins 80ms before the ablation laser pulse. To
normalize the pulse shapes of the incident and transmitte
beams relative to each other, we used the photodiode sign
measured in a time interval of 30ms just before the beginning
of the ablation laser pulse. The mean value of the ratio of the
photodiode signals during this time interval served as the nor
malization factor. The pulse shapes shown in Figure 7~b! are
170 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2
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already normalized. Figure 7~c! depicts the temporal evolu
tion of the probe beam transmission which was obtained
dividing the normalized signals of Figure 7~b!.

Figure 7 presents the result of a single measurement.
further evaluation, we averaged the transmission data from
single measurements. The standard deviation of the aver
transmission data was less than 7% for every point in tim

The temporal evolution of the probe beam transmission
shown in Figures 8 and 9 for the ablation of gelatin, wat
and skin with radiant exposures of 4.6 and 7.8 J cm22, respec-
tively. Time zero corresponds to the beginning of the ablat
laser pulse. The temporal evolution of the probe beam tra
mission reflects a succession of several phases during the
lation process. This can be understood by comparing
transmission curves with the photographs of the ablation
namics shown in Sec. 3.1.

For the ablation of gelatin with aradiant exposure of
4.6 J cm22, the transmission starts to decrease 60ms after the
beginning of the laser pulse and remains constant there
for about 30ms @Figure 8~a!#. During this time interval, the
gaseous ablation products pass through the probe beam
time delay between the start of vaporization and the co
sponding decrease of the probe beam transmission is du
the distance of 2.5 mm between the probe beam and the s
ple’s surface. A further decrease in transmission starts 100ms
after the beginning of the laser pulse. This decrease is ca
by the ejection of solid and liquid ablation products. Until th
end of the laser pulse, the transmission decreases to 71%
56% for gelatin with 70% and 90% water contents, resp
tively.

The transmission for water and skin@Figure 8~b!# is always
higher than that for gelatin. The transmission curve for s
exhibits a considerable decrease in transmission only at v
late times. This corresponds to a late onset of material ejec
observed photographically. During the ablation of water,

Fig. 7 Method used for calculation of the probe beam transmission
through the ablation plume. Shown is a typical result of a single mea-
surement performed during Er:YAG laser ablation of a gelatin sample
with 90% water content (radiant exposure 4.6 J cm−2). (a) Ablation
laser pulse, (b) incident probe laser pulse (upper curve) and transmit-
ted probe laser pulse (lower curve), (c) transmission curve calculated
from the pulse shapes in (b). The vertical lines in (b) and (c) demarcate
the time interval which was evaluated to normalize the signals in (b)
relative to each other.
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Plume Dynamics
transmission decreases very rapidly after about 60ms, but it
already increases again during the laser pulse and stays o
constant level for the rest of the pulse. The transiently ve
strong decrease of the transmission portrays the ejection
water droplets caused by the phase explosion. This explan
tion is supported by the pictures in Figure 6 which show tha
the water droplets begin to pass through the probe beam
proximately 60ms after the beginning of the laser pulse~tak-
ing into consideration the distance of 2.5 mm between th
probe beam axis and the sample’s surface!. A decrease in
probe beam transmission occurs at the same time. The pho
graphs show, furthermore, that the droplet density at the pro
beam axis is maximal after about 80ms when the transmission
curve reaches its minimal value. After the phase explosio
water droplets are still ejected, but with a smaller densit
This explains why the transmission increases again and
mains at a constant level after 120ms.

Figure 9 presents the probe beam transmission for ablati
with a radiant exposure of7.8 J cm22. The transmission
curves for gelatin samples with 70% and 90% water conten
drop to 70% and 42%, respectively, at the end of the las
pulse. The decrease starts earlier and the minimum transm

Fig. 8 Temporal evolution of the probe beam transmission through the
ablation plume (a) for gelatin with 70% and 90% water content and
(b) for water and skin. The radiant exposure of the ablation laser pulse
was 4.6 J cm−2, the beam diameter was 5 mm, and the pulse duration
was 200 ms [full width at half maximum (FWHM)]. Time zero corre-
sponds to the beginning of the ablation laser pulse. The curves are
averaged over 15 events.
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sion is lower than in the case of 4.6 J cm22 radiant exposure.
This can be explained by a larger amount of material ejec
and by an earlier onset of material ejection. The higher rad
exposure induces a faster temperature and pressure rise i
the sample, and thus a faster onset of the phase explosio
rupture of the material matrix, respectively.

It is interesting to note that the faster onset of mater
ejection with an increase in radiant exposure only applies
water and gelatin. During skin ablation with a radiant exp
sure of 7.8 J cm22, the transmission decreases not earlier th
with a radiant exposure of 4.6 J cm22. The tissue matrix
seems to sustain the increased pressure much better tha
gelatin. During ablation of water with the higher radiant e
posure, the transmission decrease starts earlier but is less
nounced than with a radiant exposure of 4.6 J cm22. This dif-
ference can be explained by the influence of heat diffus
inside the sample. For 7.8 J cm22 the phase explosion ha
already occurred early on during the laser pulse when on
very thin water layer at the sample surface is heated to
spinodal limit. Therefore, the phase explosion incorpora
only a small volume of water and the number of water dro
lets ejected is small. In contrast, at a radiant exposure of
J cm22, the phase explosion takes place after a delay of 60ms.

Fig. 9 Temporal evolution of the probe laser beam transmission
through the ablation plume (a) for gelatin with 70% and 90% water
content and (b) for water and skin. The radiant exposure of the abla-
tion laser pulse was 7.8 J cm−2, the beam diameter was 5 mm, and the
pulse duration was 220 ms (FWHM). The curves are averaged over 15
events.
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Table 1 Transmission T and extinction coefficient a of the ablation plume at a radiant exposure of 4.6
J cm−2.

Sample

Vapor

Vapor and particles

Mean transmission Minimum transmission

Tv
(%)

av
(cm−1)

Tvp
(%)

avp
(cm−1)

Tvp
(%)

avp
(cm−1)

Water 98.6 0.028 91.8 0.171 82.2 0.392

Gelatin 90% 94.0 0.124 74.7 0.591 55.9 1.163

Gelatin 70% 97.0 0.061 82.8 0.377 71.1 0.682

Skin 98.5 0.030 88.1 0.253 81.1 0.419
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At that time, heat diffusion has led to superheating of a much
larger sample volume which causes ejection of a large numbe
of water droplets.

3.2.2 Extinction Coefficients of the Ablation
Plume
The extinction coefficient of the ablation plume was deter-
mined separately for the vaporization phase and the phase
material ejection. The mean transmissionT during each phase
was used to calculate the mean time averaged extinction co
efficienta of the respective part of the plume. The values for
vapor are denotedTv andav , respectively, and the values for
the mixture of vapor, liquid, and solid ablation products are
denotedTvp and avp . The time intervals used to determine
the extinction coefficients during each phase were inferred
from the photographs of the ablation dynamics. For the deter
mination ofavp , the transmission was considered only until
the end of the ablation laser pulse, because only this tim
interval is relevant to the shielding properties of the ablation
plume.

The extinction coefficients were calculated from the trans-
mission data using Beer’s law,
medical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2
r

f

-

a52
ln T

d
. ~1!

Here d is the path length through the ablation plume whi
was set equal to the ablation spot diameter of 5 mm. T
transmission values and extinction coefficients are listed
Table 1 for a radiant exposure of 4.6 J cm22 and in Table 2 for
7.8 J cm22. For the phase of material ejection, we used n
only the mean transmission but also the minimum transm
sion for further evaluation. The minimum transmission pr
vides an upper estimate of the extinction coefficient of t
ablation plume and thus yields a lower estimate of the la
energy deposited into the sample.

The extinction coefficients of the vapor plumeranged be-
tween 0.016 and 0.124 cm21. The highest value of the extinc
tion coefficient was at both radiant exposures obtained for
ablation of gelatin samples with 90% water content. No g
eral dependence between the extinction coefficient of the
por plume and the radiant exposure could be identified. O
experimental data lie within the range of values for the a
sorption coefficient of water vapor at the Er:YAG laser wav
length given in the literature. Young25 quoted a value of
0.0075 cm21 for a temperature of 100 °C at atmospheric pre
Table 2 Transmission T and extinction coefficient a of the ablation plume at a radiant exposure of 7.8
J cm−2.

Sample

Vapor

Vapor and particles

Mean transmission Minimum transmission

Tv
(%)

av
(cm−1)

Tvp
(%)

avp
(cm−1)

Tvp
(%)

avp
(cm−1)

Water 98.5 0.030 91.4 0.180 85.0 0.325

Gelatin 90% 97.5 0.051 61.7 0.966 42.0 1.735

Gelatin 70% 99.2 0.016 78.8 0.477 69.5 0.728

Skin 98.4 0.032 81.7 0.404 74.0 0.602
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Plume Dynamics
sure ~0.1 MPa!, and a value of 1.8 cm21 for the spinodal
temperature at atmospheric pressure~302 °C! and the vapor
pressure at that temperature~9.7 MPa!. The results of our
measurements~0.016–0.124 cm21! lie at the lower end of this
range. The highest value is more than one order of magnitud
smaller than the absorption coefficient of vapor at the spin
odal limit. This result is surprising at first because a phase
explosion was observed at the end of the vaporization phas
and that can only occur at temperatures that are close to th
spinodal limit. The discrepancy can be explained by the ex
pansion of the vapor plume that occurs before the vapor fron
reaches the probe beam. The nearly adiabatic expansion lea
to a reduction in temperature and pressure inside the plum
and thus to a lowering of the extinction coefficient.

For a radiant exposure of 4.6 J cm22, the meanextinction
coefficient of the ejected material mixed with vaporis 5–8
times larger than the values obtained for vapor~Table 1!. For
a radiant exposure of 7.8 J cm22, avp is even 6–30 times
larger thanav ~Table 2!. The extinction coefficients calculated
using the minimum transmission values for the ejected mate
rial are 10–50 times larger than the values obtained for vapo
We can thus conclude that the extinction of the laser beam i
the ablation plume is mainly caused by the ejected material

The extinction coefficients of the ejected material depend
on the ablated sample material. They increase in the following
order: water, gelatin with 70% water content, skin, and gelatin
with 90% water content. This order was observed for both
radiant exposures investigated. The extinction coefficien
measured during water irradiation is smallest because the w
ter droplets ejected are much smaller than the gelatin drople
and tissue fragments which are produced during ablation o
the other samples. The particularly high extinction during the
ablation of gelatin samples with 90% water content can be
explained by the fact that the ejected material consists of
large number of relatively thick strings of liquefied gelatin
~Figures 6 and 7 in Ref. 7!. In the case of gelatin with 70%
water content, in contrast, only small droplets and fragment
of gelatin are ejected~Figure 3!. During the ablation of skin,
small tissue fragments are produced which are similar in siz
and density to the ejecta produced during the ablation of gela
tin with 70% water content.13 The resulting extinction coeffi-
cient of the ablation plume is, therefore, similar in both cases

3.2.3 Temporal Evolution of the Transmission of
the Ablation Laser Beam
To calculate the temporal evolution of the energy deposition
into the sample we need to know, apart from the extinction
coefficients of the different parts of the ablation plume, the
temporal evolution of the path length of the ablation laser
beam through these parts. The path length was obtained fro
the photographs of the ablation dynamics~Sec. 3.1! by mea-
suring the position of the fronts of the vapor plume,zv , and
the particulate ejecta,zvp , at different times after the begin-
ning of the laser pulse. We defined that part of the ablation
plume as ‘‘front’’ of the particulate ejecta that looked like the
plume at the location of the probe beam when the mean valu
of the probe beam transmissionTvp was measured. From the
discrete measurement data continuous position time curve
e
e

s

.

-
s

-

s

were calculated by cubic spline interpolation.26 The position
time curves are denoted byzv(t) for the vapor front and by
zvp(t) for the particle front.

The temporal evolution of the transmission,T(t), of the
ablation laser pulse through the ablation plume was calcula
using the following set of equations for the different phases
the ablation dynamics:

T~ t !5H e2avzv: zv.0∧zvp50,

e2av~zv2zvp!e2avpzvp: zv.zvp∧zvpÞ0,

e2avpzvp: zv,zvp .

~2!

Therein, the first line describes the transmission through
vapor plume before the onset of material ejection. The sec
line corresponds to the transmission through the plume a
material ejection has started. The first term herein descr
the transmission through the vapor plume above the part
front, and the second term describes the transmission thro
the particle plume mixed with vapor. The third line in Eq.~2!
is valid only if the particle front overtakes the vapor front.

Figures 10 and 11 contain sets of three plots for each t
of sample and radiant exposure showing the position ver
time curves of the vapor and particle fronts,T(t), and a com-
parison between the shapes of the incident pulse and the p
at the sample’s surface.T(t) was calculated using Eq.~2!
with the extinction coefficients of Tables 1 and 2 and t
position time curves of Figures 10 and 11. For the parti
plume, we used values of the extinction coefficient that w
obtained from the mean probe beam transmission during
phase of material ejection. The transmitted pulse shape a
sample’s surface was calculated by multiplying the incide
laser pulse shape byT(t).

The plots in Figures 10 and 11 show that the transmiss
of the ablation laser pulse does not decrease significantly
fore material ejection starts. The extinction coefficient of t
vapor plume is too small to cause significant attenuation
the laser beam. The temporal evolution and the extent of
transmission reduction are, therefore, governed mainly by
terial ejection. Three factors play a role:~i! the onset of ma-
terial ejection,~ii ! the extinction coefficientavp of the particle
plume, and~iii ! the velocity of the particle front. A highe
velocity of the ejected material leads to a longer path len
of the incident light through the ablation plume and thus to
stronger shielding effect ifavp and the onset of material ejec
tion are the same.

The overall transmission reduction is most pronounced
gelatin with 90% water content because material eject
starts earlier than for the other samples, and the extinc
coefficient of the particle plume is larger~Tables 1 and 2!. The
shielding is stronger at a radiant exposure of 7.8 J cm22 than
at 4.6 J cm22 because the particles ejected are faster andavp
is larger at the higher radiant exposure. The reduction in tra
mission starts relatively late for gelatin with 70% water co
tent and, in particular, for skin because material ejection h
is initially inhibited by the tissue matrix. For a radiant exp
sure of 7.8 J cm22, the transmission drops, nevertheless,
about 50% until the end of the laser pulse because the
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2 173
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Fig. 10 Transmission of the ablation plume for a radiant exposure of 4.6 J cm−2 for gelatin samples with (a) 70% and (b) 90% water content, (c) for
water, and (d) for skin. Each set of plots shows the positions of the vapor front and the particle front as a function of time (top), the transmission of
the ablation plume calculated using Eq. 2 (middle), and a comparison of the incident ablation laser pulse with the calculated pulse shape at the
sample surface (bottom).
.
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ticles are ejected very fast. The shielding effects during the
ablation of water are relatively weak throughout the entire
laser pulse even though material ejection occurs fairly early
This can be explained by the small size of the droplets ejecte
174 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2
and by their small number density after the end of the ph
explosion~Sec. 3.2.1!. The extinction coefficient of the par
ticle plume is, therefore, considerably smaller than for
other samples.



Plume Dynamics
Fig. 11 Transmission of the ablation plume for a radiant exposure of 7.8 J cm−2 for gelatin samples with (a) 70% and (b) 90% water content, (c) for
water, and (d) for skin. Each set of plots shows the positions of the vapor front and the particle front as a function of time (top), the transmission of
the ablation plume calculated using Eq. 2 (middle), and a comparison of the incident ablation laser pulse with the calculated pulse shape at the
sample surface (bottom).
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3.2.4 Energy Deposited
The fraction of laser pulse energy deposited into the sampl
was determined by calculating the ratio of the time integra
over the pulse shape transmitted through the ablation plan
and incident onto the plume. The results are listed in Table 3
For each sample, an upper and lower estimate of the depo
energy is given based on the extinction coefficients of
ejected material derived from the mean and minimum tra
mission of the probe beam during the phase of material e
tion ~Tables 1 and 2!.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2 175
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Table 3 Fraction of the laser pulse energy deposited into the sample. The upper and lower estimates
given are based on the extinction coefficients of the material ejected calculated from mean and minimum
transmissions of the probe laser beam during the phase of material ejection (also see Tables 1 and 2).

Sample

Fraction of laser pulse energy deposited

Upper estimate Lower estimate

F54.6 J cm22

(%)
F57.8 J cm22

(%)
F54.6 J cm22

(%)
F57.8 J cm22

(%)

Water 93 88 84 79

Gelatin 90% 87 74 81 61

Gelatin 70% 93 83 90 77

Skin 97 89 95 86
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The fraction of transmitted laser pulse energy is lowest for
the ablation of gelatin samples with 90% water content. For a
radiant exposure of 7.8 J cm22, only 61%–74% of the inci-
dent laser pulse energy is deposited into the sample~lower
and upper estimates in Table 3!. The low transmission through
the ablation plume is caused by the early onset of materia
ejection and the relatively high extinction coefficient of the
material ejected. For water, gelatin samples with 70% wate
content, and skin, the upper estimates for the fraction of trans
mitted pulse energy range between 83% and 89%, and th
lower estimates between 77% and 86%~at 7.8 J cm22!.

We can conclude that for the radiant exposures investi
gated, up to 39% of the laser pulse energy is absorbed in th
ablation plume. The relatively small radiant exposures of up
to 7.8 J cm22 used in our study are typical of large area abla-
tions. One example of an application deploying small radian
exposures is skin resurfacing for which values of 5–8 J cm22

are commonly used.1–3 In some new therapeutic settings,
however, radiant exposures of up to 21 J cm22 are applied.4,5

Much higher radiant exposures of up to 250 J cm22 are em-
ployed for cutting and drilling tissue.27,28 In these cases,
shielding will play an even stronger role because the fraction
of the pulse energy transmitted to the target decreases with a
increase in radiant exposure~Table 3!.

The estimates given for the extinction coefficient of
ejected material are based on measurements of the plum
transmission performed 2.5 mm from the sample surface
However, the particle density of the ejected material has al
ready decreased until the particle front reaches the prob
beam location, as can be seen from the photographs~Figure
6!. The values of the extinction coefficient and of the reduc-
tion in energy deposition given here are, therefore, a lowe
estimate of the real values.

Consideration of the shielding effects is certainly relevant
for determination of the dosage for clinical laser applications
but it is even more important with respect to a theoretica
understanding of the ablation process. The shielding by th
ablation plume, for example, has to be considered for the
calculation of ablation enthalpies. Data on ablation enthalpie
found in the literature have to be reanalyzed because the in
fluence of the ablation plume on the energy deposition wa
often ignored in previous investigations. Future models of
medical Optics d April 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 2
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free-running Er:YAG laser ablation of soft tissue should co
sider, likewise, material ejection during the laser pulse a
shielding by the ablation plume.

3.2.5 Comparison with the Results of Previous
Investigations
The present study, to our knowledge, presents the first di
measurements of the absorption characteristics of the abla
plume at the wavelength of the Er:YAG laser. All previou
estimations of the influence of the ablation plume were ba
on comparisons between ablation rate measurements an
predictions of theoretical models in which the extinction c
efficient serves as a fit parameter and the depth of the abla
crater was assumed to be equal to the interaction length
tween the laser beam and debris.

Izatt et al.9 proposed a debris attenuation model to expla
the discrepancy between the ablation depths measured d
HF laser ablation of bone with pulse durations of 350 ns a
the predictions of a simple steady state ablation model.
debris attenuation model assumes a constant absorption
ficient of the ablation plume which is used as a fit parame
in calculating the ablation depth. A second assumption m
in the calculations is that the interaction length between
laser beam and the debris is equal to the depth of the abla
crater. This assumption is correct only if material ejecti
starts after the end of the laser pulse, i.e., for very short la
pulses where a blow-off model29,30 is appropriate to describe
ablation. However, if the ablation and thus material eject
already start during the laser pulse, as assumed in the st
state model, the interaction length for the attenuation of
laser beam is greater than the crater depth. The extinc
coefficients obtained using Izatt et al.’s approach~36–192
cm21, depending on the wavelength of the HF laser! are,
therefore, always larger than the real values. The error
comes all the larger the higher the ablation plume gro
above the sample’s surface, i.e., it increases for long pu
durations and high radiant exposures. It is worth mentioni
however, that Izatt et al.’s model may yield realistic values
the fraction of incident laser energy that is transmitted throu
the debris and deposited into the sample. In this calculat
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Plume Dynamics
the systematic errors of the extinction coefficient and interac
tion length compensate for each other.

Majaron et al.10 refined the simple debris attenuation
model by assuming a time dependent extinction coefficient
The extinction coefficient is described as a function of the rate
of material ejection which itself depends on the attenuation o
the incident laser beam by the debris already ejected. Majaro
et al. used the model to explain the dependence among th
ablation rate, radiant exposure, and pulse duration in free
running Er:YAG laser ablation of dentin with radiant expo-
sures of up to 150 J cm22 and pulse durations of between 100
ms and 1 ms. A comparison of model predictions with ablation
depths measured for high irradiances~i.e., high radiant expo-
sure and/or short pulse duration! led to the result that only
40% of the laser light reaches the sample at the end of th
laser pulse. As with Izatt et al.’s simpler approach, the extinc
tion coefficient given by Majaron et al.(210630 cm21) is
much too high because the basic assumption that the intera
tion length of the laser beam with the debris is equal to the
ablation depth is not correct. For pulse durations between 10
ms and 1 ms, the ablation plume reaches a height of sever
millimeters during the laser pulse, as demonstrated in Figure
10 and 11 of the present study. The interaction length is thu
two orders of magnitude larger than the depth of the ablation
crater.

Hibst and Kaufmann31 and Hibst12 applied the debris at-
tenuation model developed by Izatt et al.9 to the ablation of
skin and bone with midinfrared lasers. For the ablation of skin
with free-running Er:YAG laser pulses they observed a linea
increase in the ablation rate for radiant exposure ranging from
2 to 12 J cm22.12,31 Since a linear dependence between the
ablation rate and radiant exposure is predicted by a stead
state model which neglects any shielding effect, Hibst and
Kaufmann concluded that the energy deposition is not at a
influenced by the ablation plume and that no ejected tissu
particles are present in the plume above the ablation site. Fo
the ablation of bone with radiant exposures between 10 an
1600 J cm22, in contrast, Hibst12 came to the conclusion that
significant attenuation of the laser beam takes place in th
ablation plume because the ablation rate showed a subline
increase. He derived an extinction coefficient of 288 cm21,
making the same unrealistic assumption about the interactio
length as Izatt et al.9 and Majaron et al.10

The conclusions drawn by Hibst for the ablation of skin
~no absorption in the plume, no particles ejected above th
ablation site! are in contrast to the experimental results found
in the present study. Measurements of the ablation rate fo
skin showed a linear increase of the ablation rate for radian
exposures ranging from 1 to 8 J cm22,13 similar to the results
reported by Hibst.12,31 However, photographs of the ablation
dynamics showed ejected particles in the path of the ablatio
laser beam,13 and direct measurements of the extinction coef-
ficient of the ablation plume demonstrated that a considerabl
amount of the incident laser pulse energy is absorbed by th
ablation plume. These findings show that conclusions abou
the shielding efficiency of the ablation plume and about the
mechanisms of infrared laser ablation drawn only from abla
tion rate measurements can be very misleading.
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4 Conclusions
Shielding by the ablation plume during free-running Er:YA
laser ablation of soft tissue was experimentally investiga
for the first time we believe. The influence of the ablati
plume on the energy deposition into the sample was stud
for the ablation of water, gelatin samples, and skin. A pro
beam delivered by a free-running Er:YAG laser was direc
through the ablation plume to measure the extinction coe
cients of the gaseous as well as of the liquid and solid abla
products. For a better understanding of the temporal evolu
of the probe beam transmission, it was compared with
ablation dynamics which were investigated by high spe
photography. The photographic investigations revealed
material ejection during the ablation process is the key fea
governing shielding by the ablation plume. A particularly i
teresting observation was that explosive material ejection
curs even during the irradiation of pure water, i.e., without t
influence of a tissue matrix. The ejection of water dropl
mixed with vapor can only be explained by a phase explos
The presence of a tissue matrix can delay the phase explo
but will not completely change the driving force for materi
ejection, because the tissue water is the most important
sorber at the Er:YAG laser wavelength. Our results thus p
vide strong evidence that material removal by free-runn
Er:YAG laser pulses is driven by a phase explosion. We c
clude that this kind of phase transition does not only oc
during Q-switched IR laser ablation as was suggested
Venugopalan et al.32

Shielding leads to a considerable reduction of energy de
sition in the sample. For gelatin samples with 90% water c
tent, for example, only about 61% of the laser pulse energ
deposited into the sample at a radiant exposure of 7.8 J cm22.
Even for skin, where we observed the lowest attenuation
the ablation pulse, only 86% of the laser energy is depos
into the sample. These results demonstrate that debris sh
ing plays a role not only in hard tissue ablation but also dur
the ablation of soft tissues. The values for the extinction
efficient of the particle plume during soft tissue ablation w
200ms Er:YAG laser pulses at 7.8 J cm22 range from 0.6~for
skin! to 1.7 cm22 ~for gelatin with 90% water content!.

Material ejection and shielding by the ablation plume mu
be considered in theoretical models for ablation dynam
calculations of the ablation enthalpy, and in the dosimetry
clinical applications of free-running Er:YAG lasers.
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